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4 main challenges for 

scientific communication

Lack of openness (publications, 
data, protocols, methods, code) Delays and inefficiency

Excessive costs and inequalities Lack of incentives
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Preprints are manuscripts that 

have not undergone a peer 

review process or been 

published in a traditional 

publishing venue (scientific 

journal, proceedings, etc.)



Not all preprints are published 

as scientific articles. It may 

happen that an author uploads 

the preprint to receive feedback 

but then does not follow up on 

this initial form of dissemination



Preprints are usually archived in ad hoc repositories: 

Normally each preprint is associated with a DOI (different from that of the journal publication).Preprints 

cannot be deleted, but for serious reasons (ethical for example) the server administrator may withdraw a 

preprint. In this case, however, the metadata describing it remains published.



“[T]he reaction from the scientific community to the bioRxiv

paper was swift. In a nutshell, commenters on bioRxiv and 

Twitter said, the author’s methods seemed rushed, and the 

findings were at most a coincidence. By Saturday morning, 

bioRxiv had placed a special warning on all papers about 

coronavirus. Later Saturday, the authors commented on their 

paper, saying they were withdrawing it. And on Sunday, a 

more formal retraction appeared.”

https://www.statnews.com/2020/02/03/retraction-faulty-

coronavirus-paper-good-moment-for-science/

https://twitter.com/JohnRInglis/status/1223598414493077505
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.01.30.927871v2
https://www.statnews.com/2020/02/03/retraction-faulty-coronavirus-paper-good-moment-for-science/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/02/03/retraction-faulty-coronavirus-paper-good-moment-for-science/


Pros and cons for researchers

Short publication time

Possibility to use open licenses

Visibility and recognition of one's work

Possibility of being cited if DOI present

Some (few) journals do not accept manuscripts 
published as preprints

Pros and cons for researchers and the public

Access to publications

Possible development of new collaborations

Anyone can comment

Pseudoscience

Not always possible to distinguish between high 
and low quality research
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_preprint_repositories

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_preprint_repositories


Elements to consider when choosing a preprint archive

Does the server assign a DOI or a persistent id?

Is there a first check against minimum quality elements? (metadata, 
plagiarism, methodology)

Is long-term preservation guaranteed?

Is there provision for the use of open licenses?

Does the repository incorporate peer review services or welcome 
comments (and with what rules)?



BEFORE UPLOADING A PREPRINT…

Check the journal's policy on preprints (Sherpa 
Romeo)

Ask for the consent of all co-authors

Also share data and possibly code that serve to 
validate the search (which should be archived in 

FAIR repositories)



https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.03.25.436692v4

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.03.25.436692v4


https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/open-access-and-the-humanities/open-licensing/E945CF8DD5880B03D6BB7E4ECAED5D79

Select the license carefully, including thinking about 
future uses, possible funder's requirements

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/open-access-and-the-humanities/open-licensing/E945CF8DD5880B03D6BB7E4ECAED5D79


https://creativecommons.it/chapterIT/


If you come across an interesting preprint, make 

sure to search for a published version and in 

case you can't locate one, you may conduct your 

own assessment to verify the reliability and 
significance of the research.

References?

Authors?

Data availability?

Comments?



Summarizing

It is a best practice

When archiving a preprint add (or 

verify that it has been added) the link 

to the published version

Upload any subsequent versions as 

a result of comments received

Remember that a preprint cannot be 

deleted except for serious ethical or 

security reasons



I had not authorized you to show [our manuscript] to specialists before it is 

printed. I see no reason to address the—in any case erroneous—comments of your 

anonymous expert. On the basis of this incident I prefer to publish the paper 

elsewhere [1936 Einstein alla Physical review]

Peer review as we know it today does not originate with the scientific journal but in the 
Cold War period and is first internal and then becomes external to journals

Melinda Baldwin, “Peer Review,” Encyclopedia of the History of Science (January 2020) doi: 10.34758/srde-jw27



More recently, peer review seems have faced its own moment of 

crisis. Critics have argued that the peer review process is not doing a 

good job of distinguishing good science from bad. Several high-

profile papers have been published in top journals after having 

passed through peer review, only to be heavily criticized after 

publication or retracted amid allegations of fraud.32 Some studies have 

indicated that women and underrepresented minorities are more 

likely to receive unfavorable referee reports than their colleagues.33 

Other observers have argued that peer review suppresses innovative 

research and rewards more familiar, safer projects.34 In 2011, Great 

Britain’s House of Commons commissioned a report on the state of 

peer review, and concluded that while peer review “is crucial to the 

reputation and reliability of scientific research,” many scientists 

believe the system stifles progress, is often biased, and that “there is 

little solid evidence on its efficacy.”35 In the 1970s, peer review was 

recast as the system that rewarded good science and corrected bad 

science; in the 2010s, scientists are now grappling with the fact that it 

doesn’t seem to do either of those things particularly well. [

Melinda Baldwin, “Peer Review,” Encyclopedia of the History of Science 

(January 2020) doi: 10.34758/srde-jw27]

Peer review 
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Although we do not have the capacity to review every 
preprint submitted to us, we will publish every paper we 
send out for review as a Reviewed Preprint, a journal-
style paper containing the authors’ manuscript, the 
eLife assessment, and the individual public peer 
reviews. The authors will also be able to include a 
response to the reviews and assessment (see this blog 
post about Reviewed Preprints for examples of how 
they will look).

https://elifesciences.org/inside-elife/54d63486


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3deFFtCnL4&t=77s


Fiona Godlee was editor in chief of The British Medical Journal from 
March 2005 until 31 December 2021; she was the first female editor 
appointed in the journal's history. She was also editorial director of 
the other journals in BMJ's portfolio.[Wikipedia]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Editor_in_chief
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_British_Medical_Journal
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JOURNALS
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PEER REVIEW 
PLATTFORMS





https://fraserlab.com/philosophy/



FAST principles
https://osf.io/9wdcq

Examples of FAST statements:

Focus on the science and not the journal 

‘This study reports interesting results, but as 
it stands, does not reach the level required 
for journal x.’

FAST version – ‘This study reports interesting 
results, I provide below some suggestions to 
strengthen the methodology, and to increase 
the clarity in the interpretation of the 
results.’

https://osf.io/9wdcq
https://asapbio.org/fast-principles-for-preprint-feedback




Peer review 
plattforms





Publish Your Reviews: the pledge

Researcher pledge

As a signatory of Publish Your Reviews, I commit to:

1. Publish reviews of preprints

○ When a journal invites me to review an article that is available as a preprint, I 

will publish the journal-independent part of my review

2. Adopt good practices

○ When I publish a review of a preprint, I will adopt good practices for preprint 

feedback

3. Be aware of journal policies

○ I will respect peer review confidentiality by publishing only the journal-

independent part of my review

○ I will prioritize performing peer review for journals that support the Publish 

Your Reviews initiative

4. Lead by example

○ As author, before submitting an article to a journal, I will publish the article as 

a preprint

○ When I submit an article to a journal, I will make sure the front page includes a 

link to the preprint and a statement inviting reviewers to publish their reviews

J Polka, Peer review in the context of preprints UCSF 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CtgjYM0J8aG7QdHJq414E2KINs7w0xx6Ak6HT2pil-U/edit#heading=h.2owv4gshjsxz
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CtgjYM0J8aG7QdHJq414E2KINs7w0xx6Ak6HT2pil-U/edit#heading=h.2owv4gshjsxz
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CtgjYM0J8aG7QdHJq414E2KINs7w0xx6Ak6HT2pil-U/edit#heading=h.wks83dqtmzwu
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14Zhr5IqVE9m3V-NA_UmabKDQHciZchxBdkBUm9Fqyjk/edit#slide=id.g5cf00b1ab7_0_9


Example reviews
James Fraser and Iris Young’s review of “Effects of cryo-EM cooling on structural 
ensembles.” This review was later used by a journal and acknowledged in the journal 
version of the article. See additional reviews on the Fraser lab website.
Alizée Malnoë et al.’s review of “The role of LHCBM1 in non-photochemical quenching 
in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.” This review was done for a journal club. See additional 
reviews on the Malnoë lab website.
Ludo Waltman’s review of “One-Year In: COVID-19 Research at the International Level 
in CORD-19 Data.“
Ludo Waltman’s review of “Massive covidization of research citations and the citation 
elite.“

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.10.08.463658v1#comment-5610037839
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.10.08.463658v1
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.10.08.463658v1
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-29332-2#peer-review
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-29332-2#peer-review
https://fraserlab.com/reviews/
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.01.13.476201v1#comment-5817954234
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.01.13.476201v1
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.01.13.476201v1
https://malnoelab.com/peer-review/
https://doi.org/10.21428/7ccec04a.f98305d0
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3874974
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3874974
https://doi.org/10.21428/7ccec04a.a24460d2
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.01.24.22269775v1
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.01.24.22269775v1




Preprint

Prereview

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.12.19.521050v1
https://prereview.org/preprints/a5ff6309-cba7-4eb3-9e2c-b1eb4c391983/full-reviews/e7dc4769-827b-4b79-b38e-b0cf22758ec5


PEER Community in



https://animsci.peercommunityin.org/articles/rec?id=80
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